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A SPECTRAL CONDITION DETERMINING

THE KAEHLER PROPERTY

HAROLD DONNELLY

ABSTRACT. We prove that the spectrum of the reduced complex Lapla-

cian determines if a Hermitian manifold is Kaehler.

In [1] Marcel Berger proposed the problem of determining from the spec-

trum of the real Laplacian whether or not a manifold is Kaehler.  It would

seem natural to consider, rather than the real Laplacian, some differential

operator containing information about the Hermitian structure.  Peter Gilkey

[3] has recently proved the Berger conjecture for the complex Laplacian.

Our paper considers the reduced complex Laplacian of [6], and proves

the Berger conjecture for this operator.

We would like to thank V. K. Patodi for acquainting us with the problem,

and Peter Gilkey for informing us of his invariance theory results which are

used essentially.  Finally we wish to acknowledge the encouragement given

to us by Professor Chern.

The Einstein convention of summing over repeated indices will be em-

ployed throughout. Further we denote by A the multi-index a, ••• a , and

by B the multi-index b, ••• b  .

1. The reduced complex Laplacian.  Let M    be a compact Hermitian

manifold with Hermitian metric   h.  Define  g(X, Y) to be the real part of

h(X, Y). Then g(X, V) is a Riemannian metric on the tangent bundle of  M.

We extend g to be conjugate linear on the complexified tangent bundle, and

set gaa= gid/dza, d/dz„) with inverse matrix g      in any local coordinate

system.

Define V to be the canonical Hermitian connection on the complexified

tangent bundle. Then we have the following formulas for covariant differen-

tiation [4]:

wi^-Err-i,   vd/Jji  =o,    i<a,ß<d,7^4^)=Zrr^v v^w
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where

a

If  K is the curvature tensor, then define

We have

I d     A/a\   „ 7     d

«w--*v*> «w-^v^
The following formulas hold for covariant differentiation of  (p, <j) forms:

%^B =   ̂ 7 (^B} - £ C/ai...(«)s...«   B '
(1.1)

There is a naturally defined operator

Ö: A(p, <?) -» A(p, q),

which we will call the reduced complex Laplacian.  First define

d:A(p, q)—>A(p,q + 1)

to be the alternization of covariant differentiation:

Now we normalize the metric gaa=$aß at tne origin of our coordinate

system.  The negative adjoint of  d is given by

*#o>#*=<9,

where   *  is the Hodge star operator, and #  is complex conjugation.

fa)**..*   -w)»Z^u^   •
1 q-\ \ q-\
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We define

D = 8d + do,

D is a negative selfadjoint differential operator of order two.  It is necessary

to derive a simple formula for D.  Now

&*)A-B - Z <WUi+ Z (-i)'(V^ 4>)A-b-b...i ..rh .
2 \ t q

Thus

Here

(^.^rZf-i»'-'«^-^»^....!,..!,

- Z^è^a1...(a)s...ap71...(JV..7i9

+ Z KlbjfATx...(y)r.Tq * L l^sbT^A-bi...(B)t...(I)s...Z-

Remark. D is not equal to the complex Laplacian, in general, although

they coincide in the Kaehler case.  More details may be found in [6].

2.  The fundamental solution of the heat equation. D is a negative self-

adjoint operator and is well known to have eigenvalues   0 > Aq,<? > A   '   > • • • ,

where each eigenvalue is repeated up to multiplicity.  If cp        ate the corre-

sponding eigenforms, then

(2.1) 2>xpU ••*)<£ •'*(*')  0 <t>P'q(z)

converges uniformly on compact sets in  (0, oo) x M x M to the fundamental

solution of the heat equation:

(2.2) (d/dt-ñz)</>= 0.

In [A] Patodi constructs a parametrix for the fundamental solution of (2.2)

on Kaehler manifolds.  This derivation may be generalized to the Hermitian

case without difficulty.

We first observe from the formula (1.2) that on  functions   D has the same

second order part as the real Laplacian.  Also by (1.2) for any smooth func-

tion /:
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(2.3) D(/<p)=(D/)<p + /(nçi) + Z(V^/)(V/3ç!,) + £(V/3/)(V^).

These are the basic facts which permit the derivation to go through unaltered.

A sketch is given below.

Set

/_r2 \       N
HPN-q(t,z',z)=(2nt)-d exp(— )   Z   t'l/^'V, *),

\2t /  ¿ = 0

where r is the geodesic distance between z   and z, N > d, and  U1     \z',z')

ate double  (p, q) forms defined in a normal neighborhood of the diagonal

iz', z').

Require the   (Jl,v'q to satisfy the differential equation

id/dt - az)Hp*it, z', z) = -i2nt)-d exp(-r2/2t)tNDzUN'p'q(z', z)

with the initial condition that   U  ,p,q(z', z') is the identity automorphism.

This equation is equivalent to the system

(2.4) V Ui'p'q(z',z)+(i-d + y2ö r2)Ui'p'q(Jg',z) = ñ  U^1 'p>q(z',z),
r/dr Z

where V  is covariant differentiation with respect to the Hermitian connec-

tion.

To solve the system of equations (2.4), we first observe that

(H Ör2 - d)iz', z') = (^Ar2 - d)iz', z')=0,

where A  is the real Laplacian.  Then  (Mor   - d)/r approaches a finite limit

as  r —> 0 and is thus well defined,,

Now rewrite the system (2.4) as follows:

VrdjU"P'q{zl ZV eXP(/(-~-^)l = fÍ exp^-^^W'--1'»^',*)

with integration along the geodesic joining z   to z.  Denote by  T        the

parallel translation with respect to the Hermitian connection. We have the

following solution in a normal neighborhood of the diagonal:

UÍ,P>q(z',z) = r-ieJ-r(¥°¿^D\
(2.5) L   J0 s J
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where  22(5) is the unique geodesic joining z   to z  lying in a normal neigh-

borhood of the diagonal.

It is easy to see that the equations (2.5) determine smooth double forms

in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the diagonal.  Furthermore we may

show that  H'  (t, z , z) contains the singular part of the fundamental solu-

tion for the heat equation (2.2).  In particular

Xexp(A»> W^U'), <ppn-q(z')) = (2nt)~d Z t*Tt t/^'V, z') + 0(t).

We set  a.       (z')= Tr U',p'q(z', z). The  a.  „    (z) will be computed in

this paper.

3. Invariants on Hermitian manifolds. A basis for the invariants of order

two on Hermitian manifolds has been determined by Gilkey [3].

Theorem 3.1    (Gilkey).  Let M     be a Hermitian manifold of complex di-

mension d.  Define invariants of order two by

W= the scalar curvature,

Wx = *(ddÇîAQd~2) for d>2,

W2 = h(dQ, dQ) for d>2,

W3 = *WO AcTO AO/-3) for d>3.

Here 0  is the Kaehler form of the Hermitian metric h,  and the other operators

are as usual.   Then

(a) // d>3, W, W., W-, W,   are a basis for the invariants of order two.

(b) If d = 2, W, W,, W    are a basis for the invariants of order two and

w3 = 0.

(c) If d= 1, W  is a basis for the invariants of order two and Wj = W2 =

w3 = 0.

4. The coefficient ax Q Q. By the equations (2.5) we have

-    /            Çr((V1ns2-d)\  j\
fli.o.o = Dz^xP-J0^-;-Jdsj.

Now the real Laplacian is given by [5]:

a/2=ö+v, v~\ z^'n-r-
axk

Here  gl], Y.. (l < i, j, k < 2d) denote the usual quantities with respect

to the Riemannian metric  g  of  §1.

Then
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v,,=^H4^h'°tíH
= A + B + C + D + E + F,

where

+ JW2 + JW1>

C - - exp
dzna

B.Aw(r^*)£-*(j;'£*)-*

/ff ¿-As2/4 , \     „

F =-V exp Mj" — ¿sj = -y2W7 - W

= Z *<y *j ̂ 3^(g ifjk + 8 lF\k + g lkFji)xi xj xk + ^> 0{xi xi \xl^

2 3

The formula A = W/6 is well known, since A   is just the term corres-

ponding to a. in the asymptotic expansion for A/2    The expressions for

B, C, D, E, F follow by explicit computation.  This computation requires only

the expression

i-6l/    ¡   ; 3

which we derive in any real local coordinate system.

We have finally:

«100= W/6 + Wi + W2/4 + 3W3/2.

5.  The coefficient a .By the equations (2.5) we have for any
i ,P ,q

v £ A(p, q):

by (1.2), (2.3).
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Now calculation using equations (1.1) yields:

5(z vfcVo>>L - - i£|C.*vv..(.v...l

--T.KZ -v -
2^    btbb    *b\ '  't      'q

>(y),'~b.

Thus

Tr (ZV,r)..i2(¡:X)^rMW-\) ^
Also from the formulas (1.3) we obtain:

*<v-C:D(í:i)E-««*(X:í)r«k

■bb

Expansion in terms of the derivatives of the metric gives:

Thus

"fe«,     i

X'-K-:0C:i))
-2\    fd-l\/d-l

+ w,
d\(d-\

PAi-V   \P/\i-2.

-«-»4
2\p/\q-lJ      \p-l/\q-

d\/d\    l/d-l\/d\    /d\/d-2

d\/d-l\     /d-l\/d-l
+

P/W   2\p-i +Ww-2,

-lOC:î)+C:î)e:îD
^(X)+OC:;)-(X:2))-3(l(X))-
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Remark.  In the Kaehler case this agrees with the computations of the

author [2] and Gilkey [3]. Different methods were used in each paper.

Remark.  The coefficients a. ^      satisfy Serre duality, a. ^     »
i.P.q ' "    i,P,q

a.   ,_     ,_   ,  as a consequence of the definition of the reduced complex

Laplacian.   This is verified by calculation in the above special case.

Theorem 5.1. (a) Suppose M and M are complex manifolds isospectral

on (p, q) forms with respect to the reduced complex Laplacian. Then M is

Kaehler if and only if M    is Kaehler.

(b)  Suppose M  is a complex manifold such that the reduced complex

Laplacian and the real Laplacian divided by two have the same spectrum on

forms.   Then M  is Kaehler.

Proof,  (a)  /a, = J"a.        . The equation /W2'= /"/, = 0  is an alge-

braic consequence of these equations with  (p, q) = (0, 0), (0,  l), (1, 0),  and

the relation f W x = -id - 2) fW    given by Gilkey [3].

(b)  The proof is similar.  We need only consider the coefficients on

functions and one forms.
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